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Abstract

Context Landscape resistance surfaces are often

used to address questions related to movement,

dispersal, or population connectivity. However, mod-

eling landscape resistance is complicated by the

selection of the most appropriate analytical approach

and the assignment of resistance values to landscape

features.

Objectives We compare three common approaches

used in landscape genetics to assign resistance values

to landscape features and assess the ability of each

approach to correctly identify the data generating

resistance surfaces from competing resistance sur-

faces, as well as the accuracy of each method in

recreating the true resistance surface.

Methods Using simulated genetic data and land-

scape resistance surfaces, three optimization

approaches were evaluated: constrained optimization

using reciprocal causal modeling (RCM-CO), con-

strained optimization using linear mixed effects

(MLPE-CO) models, and true optimization using

ResistanceGA, which combines MLPE models with

a genetic algorithm.
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Results All methods had low type I error (20% or

less) when the simulated surface was continuous, but

only MLPE-CO and ResistanceGA had low type I

error (10% or less) when the simulated surface was

categorical. Error was substantially lower with Resis-

tanceGA than MLPE-CO or RCM-CO for multivariate

surfaces. Correlation between true and optimized

resistance surfaces was generally high with MLPE-

CO and ResistanceGA, but low with RCM-CO.

Conclusions MLPE-based approaches (Resis-

tanceGA and MLPE-CO) were superior to RCM-

CO, highlighting their value for landscape genetic

analyses. The overall performance, objectivity, and

accessibility of ResistanceGA underscore its value as

a tool for inferring resistance values from genetic data

to better understand how landscapes affect dispersal,

movement and population connectivity.

Keywords Gene flow � Genetic differentiation �
Landscape genetics � Landscape resistance �
ResistanceGA � Resistance optimization

Introduction

Landscape resistance surfaces are spatially-explicit

raster data layers that assign a resistance value to

landscape features that denote the degree to which that

variable impedes or facilitates movement (Zeller et al.

2012). They are often used to address a range of

questions related to individual movement, dispersal,

or connectivity, have been integral to both landscape

ecology (Gustafson 2018) and landscape genetics

(Spear et al. 2010), and are often the foundation for the

planning of ecological corridors and protected areas

(Beier et al. 2011). With an appropriately parameter-

ized resistance surface, functional connectivity across

the landscape can be assessed. However, assigning

specific resistance values to landscape features is not a

trivial or straightforward process and remains one of

the greatest challenges of developing resistance sur-

faces (Zeller et al. 2012).

As reviewed by Zeller et al. (2012), numerous

approaches exist for assigning resistance values to

landscape features. Use of expert opinion is pervasive

in determining landscape resistance values, although

such approaches are often biased or suboptimal

(Clevenger et al. 2002; Seoane et al. 2005; Charney

2012). Approaches to empirically link detection,

relocation, or habitat use data (e.g., resource selection

functions) to landscape resistance values exist, but

these may suffer by conflating a species’ habitat use

with how a species perceives the landscape during

movement. Beier et al. (2008) describe these

approaches to determining resistance values as sub-

jective translation, whereby researchers subjectively

interpret data or make subjective modeling decisions.

Movement data (e.g., GPS telemetry) have also been

used to model landscape resistance but only incorpo-

rate movement and not successful reproduction.

Genetic data are arguably the richest, as they incor-

porate both movement and dispersal across the

landscape and the successful breeding and movement

of genes (gene flow). Genetic measures that convey

pairwise differentiation between populations (e.g.,

FST; Nei 1973) or similarity between individuals or

populations (e.g., proportion of shared alleles, Dps;

Bowcock et al. 1994) are proxies for gene flow, and

reflect movement of many individuals over many

generations along numerous different pathways. As

such, genetic data have tremendous potential to

summarize and integrate movement patterns of many

individuals through time to understand functional

connectivity across the landscape.

From its inception, a central focus of landscape

genetics research has been to infer resistance values

from genetic data as a measure of actual functional

connectivity, so as to test or improve models of

potential functional connectivity from an organism

perspective (Manel et al. 2003; Storfer et al. 2010).

This is achieved by statistically relating pairwise

genetic measures to pairwise measures that incorpo-

rate landscape resistance, such as effective distance

(Ferreras 2001) or cost distance (Adriaensen et al.

2003). These distance measures combine the effects of

geographic distance as well as the effects of the

landscape matrix. Referred to as isolation-by-resis-

tance (McRae 2006), this representation of the land-

scape can be exploited to understand the landscape

features affecting movement (Spear et al. 2010).

However, there is still a strong reliance on expert

opinion when assigning landscape resistance values in

the analysis of genetic data (Zeller et al. 2012). Efforts

have been made to develop analytical frameworks to

optimize the resistance values of landscape features so

that pairwise effective distances measured across the

landscape maximally correlate with pairwise genetic
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measures across the same landscape (e.g., Wang et al.

2009; Shirk et al. 2010; Graves et al. 2013; Peterman

et al. 2014; Dudaniec et al. 2016). Despite these

efforts, many of the optimization approaches based on

genetic data still have limitations. Specifically, they

are usually suitable for only specific landscape surface

types (i.e., discrete or categorical vs. continuous),

search a limited set of potential resistance scenarios

(i.e., parameter space), or require extensive a priori

assumptions about the relationship of landscape

features to landscape resistance. Thus, there is a

growing demand to compare the performance as well

as the accuracy of distinct analytical methods and

optimization approaches when modeling landscape

resistance. Because of their use in conservation and

policy planning, accuracy of resistance surfaces is

paramount; incorrect or inaccurate resistance models

may do more harm than good (Rudnick et al. 2012).

Optimization of resistance surfaces typically

adheres to the following steps: (1) assign resistance

values to each landscape feature (i.e., categorical

surface, such as a land cover surface) or apply a

transformation (i.e., continuous surface, such as

percent canopy cover or elevation); (2) calculate

pairwise effective distances (e.g., least cost path

distance, cumulative cost distance, resistance dis-

tance); (3) fit a statistical model using pairwise genetic

data as the response and pairwise effective distances as

the predictor; (4) evaluate multiple resistance surfaces

using some model selection criteria to determine the

best-parametrized resistance surface. Methods that

extensively search the available parameter space in

step 1 to identify a best parameterization could be

considered an approach for optimization. A multitude

of data types and approaches have historically been

used to assign landscape resistance values, but meth-

ods to rigorously and objectively determine resistance

values are lacking. Mantel and partial Mantel tests

have been the most used analysis frameworks for

assessing the relationship between pairwise genetic

data and effective distance data within the optimiza-

tion or selection process (Storfer et al. 2010). How-

ever, there has been extensive discussion and research

concerning the validity and power of Mantel tests to

provide robust inference (Raufaste and Rousset 2001;

Guillot and Rousset 2013; Legendre et al. 2015; Zeller

et al. 2016; Shirk et al. 2017). Concerns about Mantel-

based methods effectively stymied progress and

confidence in the ability to assess competing

landscape resistance hypotheses and determine land-

scape drivers of gene flow. In response, numerous

regression-based statistical approaches have been used

as alternatives to Mantel tests. Shirk et al. (2017)

assessed many of these approaches, and found that

linear mixed effects models, specifically the maximum

likelihood population effects parameterization

(MLPE; Clarke et al. 2002), which controls for the

non-independence of pairwise genetic data, performed

best among the competing methods.

Even with a robust analytical method, assignment

of landscape resistance values remains challenging.

To date, most approaches to resistance optimization

have relied on a constrained grid optimization

approach to search a finite and predetermined param-

eter space (e.g., Shirk et al. 2010; Dudaniec et al. 2016;

Bothwell et al. 2017). In these approaches, the

available parameter space is defined and then assessed

at discrete intervals to assess a predetermined set of

alternative resistance surfaces. Constrained optimiza-

tion approaches can reasonably sample parameter

space, depending upon the number of parameters and

ranges of values searched, providing a moderately

computationally intensive approach to optimizing

landscape resistance surfaces. Less often, exhaustive

searches (Wang et al. 2009) or true optimization has

been conducted with optimization algorithms that

completely or comprehensively search parameter

space (Graves et al. 2013; Peterman et al. 2014). With

true (unconstrained) optimization, there is no prede-

fined set of resistance surfaces to assess. Rather, the

optimization algorithm iteratively generates alterna-

tive resistance surfaces until no further improvement

can be achieved.

Motivated by the challenge to objectively optimize

landscape resistance surfaces, Peterman (2018) devel-

oped an optimization framework that combines the

MLPE model with a true optimization approach by

using a genetic algorithm to optimize a resistance

surface based on MLPE model performance criteria

(e.g., log likelihood). The use of genetic algorithm

here has nothing to do with the genetic data being used

in the analysis, but rather refers to the way in which

optimization is conducted (see ‘‘Methods’’ for detailed

explanation). This approach, implemented in the R

package ResistanceGA, is capable of optimizing

single or multiple surfaces (continuous or categorical),

and requires no a priori assumptions about the

relationship between a surface’s original values and
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final resistance values. As such, ResistanceGA is

unique among all other existing methods for its

objectivity, and has become a popular method for

addressing important fundamental questions in land-

scape ecology and landscape genetics, such as the

correct thematic resolution of a land cover surface

(Khimoun et al. 2017), functional connectivity

(Beninde et al. 2016), and the critical scales at which

landscape features affect gene flow (Winiarski et al. in

revision). Assessment of ResistanceGA’s ability to

accurately optimize resistance surfaces across a range

of conditions are encouraging (Winiarski et al. in

revision), but to date no efforts have been made to

directly compare the performance of ResistanceGA to

other popular landscape resistance modeling methods.

In this study, we compare three methods used to

optimize landscape resistance surfaces and conduct

model selection: reciprocal causal modeling (RCM;

Shirk et al. 2010; Cushman et al. 2013) using a

constrained optimization (RCM-CO), maximum-like-

lihood population-effects mixed modeling using a

constrained optimization (MLPE-CO) and Resis-

tanceGA (Peterman) which conducts a true optimiza-

tion of resistance surfaces. Specifically, we assess the

ability of each approach to correctly identify the true

resistance surface among alternative resistance sur-

faces, as well as the ability of each method to optimize

and select a resistance surface highly correlated with

the true resistance surface.

Methods

Simulation

To assess the ability of each method to (i) correctly

identify the true resistance surface among alternative

resistance surfaces and (ii) optimize a resistance

surface highly correlated with the true resistance

surface, we built three scenarios: (1) a categorical land

cover surface as the surface transformed into the true

resistance surface, (2) a continuous surface as the

surface transformed into the true resistance surface,

and (3) a combination of a categorical land cover and a

continuous surfaces both transformed and then com-

bined to create the true resistance surface.

Simulating landscape resistance surfaces

and genetic data

Categorical scenario

Raster surfaces (75 9 75 pixels) were generated using

the ‘RandomFields’ R package using a random

exponential correlation structure with variance and

scale parameters equal to 2 (Schlather et al. 2015). The

categorical surface consisted of five levels, which

were determined by binning raster values into five

equal quantiles. Assignment of quantiles to categories

was done such that consecutive quantiles were not

assigned to consecutive rank-order categories (e.g.,

quantile 1 = category 3, quantile 2 = category 1, etc.).

This process does not necessarily create surfaces with

random associations between categories, as might

occur in a land cover surface, but serves as an adequate

proxy for our simulation. For the categorical surface,

true resistance values of each category were deter-

mined following the approach of Shirk et al. (2010):

Ri ¼ Ranki=Vmaxð Þx�Rmax:

Ranki is the rank order resistance value (1–5) of each

raster cell i, Vmax is a constant (5) representing the

number of categorical levels in the surface, and Rmax is

the maximum resistance parameter that was held

constant at a value of 55. Variable x represents the

shape exponent. For the true resistance surface,

x = 2.5.

Continuous scenario

For the continuous scenario, true resistance values

were determined by transforming the continuous raster

using a reverse monomolecular transformation with a

shape parameter = 10 and maximum value parame-

ter = 85, as implemented in ResistanceGA (Fig. 1;

Peterman 2018).

Multivariate scenario

For the multivariate scenario, the categorical and

continuous surfaces were transformed as previously

described, then summed, and divided by the minimum

value in the surface to rescale resistance values to a

minimum resistance of 1 (Fig. 1).
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Genetic simulation

To generate genetic data for each scenario, we

randomly distributed 100 points (i.e., populations)

across the landscape, constraining their locations to be

within low resistance areas of the landscape (0.15

percentile or less). We then calculated the effective

distance between sample points on the true resistance

surface as the random walk commute time between

points using the gdistance R package (van Etten 2017).

This measure is analogous to resistance distance

calculated using CIRCUITSCAPE (McRae 2006),

and represents the effective distance between points,

averaged over multiple pathways. Genetic data were

then simulated using the population genetic simulation

function in PopGenReport (Table 1; Adamack and

Gruber 2014). Following simulations, we randomly

selected 50 of the 100 sample points, and calculated

the proportion of shared alleles (Dps) between popu-

lations to create pairwise matrix of genetic similarity.

For ResistanceGA, it does not matter whether pairwise

genetic data is represented as a distance/dissimilarity

(e.g., FST), or a measure of similarity (e.g., Dps).

Simulation structure

Full data simulation code is available in the Online

Resource 1. The above steps were repeated ten times

for each scenario (categorical, continuous, and mul-

tivariate)—a total of 30 genetic data sets, 10 for each

of three scenarios. Three raster surfaces were gener-

ated at each scenario simulation: one categorical and

two continuous. One of the continuous surfaces

generated was a random surface, created as described

above, but not used in the simulation of genetic data

for the continuous or multivariate scenarios. This

random surface was included to add an extra level of

complexity when evaluating the ability of each

optimization approach to correctly identify the true

resistance surface.

Fig. 1 Visualization of simulated continuous and categorical

surfaces (a, d). These surfaces were simulated using the R

package Random Fields using an exponential covariance model

with variance and scale parameters equal to 2. The continuous

surface is transformed into a landscape resistance surface by

applying a reverse monomolecular transformation with a shape

parameter of 10 and maximum value parameter of 85 (b) to

create the true resistance surface for the Continuous scenario (c).

Applying this transformation (b) to the original simulated

landscape (a) results in a relatively linear conversion of

landscape values whereby low values in the original landscape

surface have high resistance, and high values in the original

landscape have low resistance (b). The resistance surface that

results from this transformation has resistance values ranging

from 1 to 55 (c).The categorical surface (d) was tranformed by

applying an exponential scaling factor of 2.5 (following eq. 1) to

create the true resistance surface for the Categorical scenario (e),

which has resistance values ranging from 1 to 55. The true

resistance surface for the Multivariate scenario (f) results from

summing the Continuous (c) and Categorical (e) surfaces. The

final true resistance surface for the Multivariate scenario is

rescaled to have a minimum value of 1 by dividing all resistance

values by the minimum of the summed surface. In this example,

resistance values of the true Multivariate resistance surface

range from 1 to 9
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Constrained optimization

Categorical surfaces

Because neither RCM-CO nor MLPE-CO are true

optimization approaches, we used a constrained grid

search approach that encompassed the true simulation

parameters. For both of these approaches, categorical

surfaces were optimized by exponentiating the cate-

gorical surface by 0.1–1 in increments of 0.1, and

1.5–10 increments of 0.5, using Eq. 1. Selection of the

best-supported scenario was completed as described in

‘‘Scenario selection’’ below. This optimization proce-

dure requires the rank order of resistance values to be

specified for categorical surfaces (i.e., a subjective a

priori assumption or expert opinion), and the correct

rank order was used for analyses due to it being

computationally unfeasible to fully explore the com-

plete parameter space for these categorical surfaces

(note: ResistanceGA was naı̈ve to the correct rank

order of categorical surfaces).

Continuous surfaces

Optimization of continuous surfaces followed a two-

step process. First, a coarse grid search was conducted

assessing all combinations between transformation,

shape, and max value parameters. Four potential

transformations (inverse-reverse monomolecular,

monomolecular, reverse monomolecular, and inverse

monomolecular), implemented in ResistanceGA

(Peterman 2018), were assessed in combination with

the shape parameter ranging from 5 to 15 (in

increments of 1), and the maximum value parameter

ranging from 100 to 500 (in increments of 100). In

total, 200 resistance surfaces were assessed in this

initial grid search. The best-supported surface was

then refined using a second grid search to more

precisely define the shape and maximum value

parameters. Using the transformation of the best-

supported resistance surface from the first grid search,

the shape parameter was reassessed at ± 1.25 (in

increments of 0.25, minimum value = 0.5) and the

maximum resistance value parameter was reassessed

at ± 150 (in increments of 50, minimum value = 50).

This second grid search resulted in up to 77 scenarios

being assessed.

Multivariate surfaces

Multivariate surface (sensu Shirk et al. 2010) opti-

mization with RCM-CO and MLPE-CO was con-

ducted in two ways. Either optimized univariate

resistance surfaces were just summed and then divided

by the minimum resistance value to create a landscape

resistance surface, or univariate resistance surface

parameters were adjusted prior to combining surfaces

to potentially improve resistance surface fit. To do

this, we adjusted the categorical exponent by ± 5%

and ± 15% and adjusted the shape parameter of

Table 1 PopGenReport function parameters and settings used to generate genetic data for each of the 30 different simulations

assessed

Parameter Value Comments

n.pops 100 100 populations simulated, 50 randomly selected for analysis

n.ind 30 Number of individuals per population

sex.ratio 0.5 Males:Females

n.loci 15 Number of loci

n.alleles 15 Number alleles per locus

steps 400 The number of generations simulation was run

n.offspring 2 Number of offspring

mig.rate 0.1 Proportion of population migrating from one population to another

disp.max 0.15 Maximum dispersal is 15% of maximum pairwise resistance distance for each simulation

disp.rate 0.2 The proportion of migrants that will disperse the maximum dispersal distance

mut.rate 0.0005 Mutation rate of microsatellite alleles

The full code for conducting population genetic simulations is available in Online Resource 1
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optimized continuous surfaces ± 10% and ± 25%.

All combinations of these adjusted parameters were

assessed when combining resistance surfaces, and the

best-supported resistance surface was determined as

described below under ‘‘Scenario selection’’.

Unconstrained optimization

In contrast to the constrained optimization used with

RCM-CO and MLPE-CO to optimize a resistance

surface, ResistanceGA performs a true, unconstrained

optimization by using a genetic algorithm to itera-

tively adjust resistance surfaces and fit a MLPE model.

Genetic algorithms provide a highly flexible and

powerful framework for solving optimization prob-

lems. In short, genetic algorithms apply the biological

principles of natural selection and evolution (Sivanan-

dam and Deepa 2007). A large population of individ-

uals (unique resistance surfaces) is created each

generation, each with a set of traits (combination of

parameter values) that create unique alternative resis-

tance surfaces. The fitness of each individual (log

likelihood of the fitted MLPE model) is then assessed.

Genetic algorithms can efficiently solve complex

optimization problems through exploration and

exploitation (Scrucca 2013). The defined parameter

space is explored through random generation of new

parameters as a result of random mutation in param-

eter values as well as exchange through crossover.

Exploitation then reduces diversity in the population

by selecting the fittest individuals each generation.

This approach allows the exploration of the complete

parameter space and minimizes the probability of

getting ‘‘stuck’’ in a local minima of a complex

parameter space. Full details of the optimization

process implemented in ResistanceGA can be found

in Peterman (2018).

There are two important distinctions to note

between how ResistanceGA optimizes resistance

surfaces and how we implemented the constrained

grid search in the RCM-CO and MLPE-CO. First,

when optimizing categorical surfaces ResistanceGA

assigns resistance values to each category as opposed

to a single exponent parameter. As such, Resis-

tanceGA can identify both the rank order and value

of categorical land classes and does not require

subjective a priori assumptions about the rank order

prior to optimization (different categories can also in

theory have equivalent resistance values). Second,

when conducting multivariate optimization, Resis-

tanceGA is simultaneously optimizing all parameters

for all surfaces involved, potentially allowing for very

different final optimization than would be achieved

through the iterative two-step process necessary when

using the constrained grid search where surfaces are

first optimized in isolation.

Scenario selection

When using RCM-CO, the best-supported resistance

surface, was determined using partial Mantel tests as

detailed by Cushman et al. (2013) and Bothwell et al.

(2017). Briefly, we created a matrix of partial Mantel

correlations where N was the number of competing

resistance model scenarios. Values in the matrix

reflected the partial Mantel correlation between

genetic similarity (proportion of shared alleles) and

effective distance calculated between sample points

on the transformed resistance landscape correspond-

ing to a specified resistance surface model (columns)

after controlling for the effect of the alternative

resistance models (rows). Relative support for each

resistance surface model was calculated as the mean

value of each row. The resistance surface model with

the largest row mean (i.e., greatest average correlation

to genetic similarity after partialling out the effect of

other scenarios) was determined to be the most

supported resistance surface model. With MLPE-CO

and ResistanceGA, the best-supported resistance sur-

face was determined by assessing the log likelihood of

the MLPE fit using genetic similarity as the response

and resistance distance as the predictor.

Model selection

For each simulated data set, a total of seven surfaces

were optimized into resistance surfaces. First, surfaces

by themselves (categorical [cat], continuous [cont],

continuous_R [contR—random continuous]), then all

two- and three-way combinations of these surfaces

(cat-cont, cat-contR, cont-contR, cat-cont-contR).

Following optimization of potential surfaces into

resistance surfaces, a modified bootstrap procedure

was used to identify the best-supported optimized

landscape resistance surface from the alternative

optimized resistance surfaces. This bootstrap proce-

dure was developed to reduce type I error by reducing

the probability of selecting a resistance surface that
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overfit to the data (Peterman 2018). This procedure

subsamples the pairwise effective distance matrices

calculated for each optimized resistance surface as

well as the genetic similarity matrix (75% of obser-

vations selected). The MLPE model is then refit using

the subsampled data. Following 1000 bootstrap iter-

ations, the model that was most frequently identified

as the top model was determined to be the best-

supported resistance surface model. We implemented

this bootstrap approach for all of the assessed

optimization methods, but only ResistanceGA

allowed for an assessment of selection improvement

following implementation of the bootstrap procedure.

All analyses were conducted using R (R Core Team

2017). Code to conduct RCM-CO and MLPE-CO and

model selection are available in Online Resource 2.

Assessment

The performance of each method was evaluated by

(i) assessing its ability to correctly identify the true

resistance surface among alternative resistance sur-

faces for each iteration of each scenario using a

modified bootstrap analysis and (ii) measuring the

correlation between the true resistance surface and the

optimized resistance surface and the correlation

between the pairwise resistance distances of the true

resistance surface and the optimized resistance

surface.

Results

Overall, ResistanceGA optimized and correctly iden-

tified the data generating scenario in 80% of simula-

tions, resulting in an average correlation between true

and optimized resistance surfaces of 0.76 (standard

deviation ± 0.21; Table 2). Optimization using

MLPE-CO and RCM-CO overall had worse perfor-

mance, correctly identifying the true resistance surface

in 74% and 27% of simulations with average resis-

tance surface correlations of 0.57 (± 0.47) and 0.66

(± 0.11), respectively (Table 2). Notably, only Resis-

tanceGA had C 70% success in each of the three

scenarios. In looking at specific scenarios, MLPE-CO,

RCM-CO and ResistanceGA had low model selection

type I error (20% or less) when the simulated surface

was continuous, while only MLPE-CO and Resis-

tanceGA had low type I error (10% or less) when the

simulated surface was categorical. Model selection

and optimization were generally poorer with multi-

variate simulations, although type I error was signif-

icantly lower with ResistanceGA (30%) than with

MLPE-CO (70%) and RCM-CO (100%). Patterns in

correlation differed from those patterns found with

type I error, with correlation high between the true and

selected optimized resistance surface with MLPE-CO

(0.98), moderate with ResistanceGA (0.63), and low

with RCM-CO (0.0) when the true simulated resis-

tance surface was categorical. Correlation was high

with ResistanceGA (0.85), moderate with RCM-CO

(0.66), and low with MLPE-CO (0.02) when the true

simulated resistance surfaces was continuous. Resis-

tanceGA and MLPE-CO both optimized resistance

surfaces that were highly correlated (C 0.83) with the

true resistance surface in the multivariate simulation

scenario, while RCM-CO failed to correctly optimize

a multivariate surface.

A bootstrap procedure was implemented prior to

final model selection in all scenarios and optimization

approaches. Our work flow only permitted a compar-

ison of model selection with and without the bootstrap

procedure for ResistanceGA. Model selection success

using ResistanceGA for categorical scenarios did not

change, selection success increased 10% for continu-

ous scenarios, and selection success increased 40% for

multivariate scenarios with the use of the bootstrap

procedure. We found that adjustment of univariate

optimized values prior to combining surfaces to make

a multivariate resistance surface made no difference

for RCM (0% success), and improved success from 10

to 30% for MLPE. In cases where the data generating

scenario was correctly identified through model

selection, the correlation between pairwise effective

resistance values calculated on the true and optimized

resistance surfaces was typically high (C 0.87) for

both MLPE-CO and ResistanceGA.

Discussion

Progress toward developing more robust solutions to a

foundational problem in the field of landscape genet-

ics, understanding how landscape features affect gene

flow, has been limited. In this study, we found that the

MLPE based approaches, ResistanceGA and MLPE-

CO, performed best in selection of true resistance

surface models from a candidate set of alternatives.
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Additionally, both methods were able to comparably

optimize resistance surfaces to create a resistance

surface that was highly correlated with the true

resistance surface. ResistanceGA stood apart from

MLPE-CO in the most challenging, and arguably the

most ecologically relevant, multivariate scenarios

where ResistanceGA had the lowest type I error rates.

Additionally, ResistanceGA and its use of a genetic

algorithm for a true optimization has two major

advantages over a constrained optimization approach

such as MLPE-CO or RCM-CO: accessibility for

conducting analyses and objectivity in assigning

resistance values.

RCM-CO and MLPE-CO are able to be imple-

mented by the user in software such as R (R Core

Team 2017), but requires more manual coding, and the

incorporation of even a simple constrained grid search,

as in this study, can result in hundreds of scenarios

being evaluated. Unfortunately, this level of coding

and data analysis management may preclude many

from using or adapting existing methods. One of the

most challenging aspects of our study was the

development of a semi-automated workflow to con-

sistently implement the RCM-CO and MLPE-CO

approaches to make an equitable comparison to

ResistanceGA (code available in Online Resource

Table 2 Summary of the performance of each method:

reciprocal causal modeling using a constrained optimization

approach (RCM-CO), maximum likelihood population effects

mixed effects model using a constrained optimization approach

(MLPE-CO) and ResistanceGA that combines MLPE and a

genetic optimization algorithm for unconstrained optimization

Method Scenario Correctly

identified

Raster

correlation:

correct

Pairwise resistance

correlation: correct

Raster

correlation: all

surfaces

Pairwise resistance

correlation: all surfaces

RCM-CO Categoricala 0/10 NA NA 0.01 ± 0.01 0.11 ± 0.11

MLPE-CO Categoricala 10/10 0.98 ± 0.02 0.93 ± 0.11 0.89 ± 0.30 0.93 ± 0.11

ResistanceGA Categorical 9/10b 0.63 ± 0.28 0.87 ± 0.11 0.67 ± 0.29 0.88 ± 0.10

RCM-CO Continuous 8/10 0.66 ± 0.11 0.11 ± 0.08 0.54 ± 0.28 0.10 ± 0.08

MLPE-CO Continuous 9/10 0.02 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01 0.02 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.01

ResistanceGA Continuous 8/10b 0.85 ± 0.09 0.97 ± 0.01 0.76 ± 0.28 0.98 ± 0.02

RCM-

CO_addc
Multivariate 0/10 NA NA 0.18 ± 0.07 0.06 ± 0.05

RCM-

CO_adjc
Multivariate 0/10 NA NA 0.18 ± 0.07 0.06 ± 0.05

MLPE-

CO_addc
Multivariate 1/10 0.92 ± NA 0.95 ± NA 0.86 ± 0.19 0.94 ± 0.04

MLPE-

CO_adjc
Multivariate 3/10 0.93 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.05 0.73 ± 0.30 0.92 ± 0.04

ResistanceGA Multivariate 7/10b 0.83 ± 0.11 0.95 ± 0.02 0.84 ± 0.10 0.94 ± 0.03

Ability to correctly identify the true resistance surface among alternative resistance surfaces (Type I error rate). Mean and standard

deviation in the correlation between the optimized raster surfaces and the true resistance surface, as well as the correlation between

pairwise resistance distances calculated on optimized and true resistance surfaces are shown. Correlation statistics were calculated

between correctly identified resistance surface (correlation: correct) and the best-supported resistance surface (correlation: all

surfaces) separately. NAs in the table indicate that the mean or standard deviation could not be calculated because the method either

failed to correctly identify the true resistance surface or only did so once. Scenario indicates the type of surface used to develop the

true resistance surface in the genetic simulation. Ten replicates simulations were conducted for each scenario, with correctly

identified indicating the number of times the true resistance surface for the scenario was identified as top resistance surface following

optimization and a modified bootstrap analysis
aThe rank-order of resistance values was provided, and the maximum resistance value was fixed for constrained optimization of

categorical surfaces
bFrequency that the true surface was identified by AICc model ranking alone (no bootstrap): Categorical = 9/10; Continuous = 7/10;

Multivariate = 4/10
cTwo approaches were used to create multivariate surfaces for RCM and MLPE. ‘‘_add’’ is the simple addition of univariate

optimized surfaces while ‘‘_adj’’ adjusted optimized univariate parameters prior to addition. See text for full details
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2). ResistanceGA, an existing R package, has been

designed to provide a user friendly and comprehensive

analysis framework. Further, ResistanceGA requires

no subjective a priori assumptions about how land-

scape features relate to resistance. A priori assump-

tions most frequently manifest in the form of expert

opinion, the shortcomings of which are well docu-

mented (Charney 2012; Zeller et al. 2012). Moreover,

optimization relying on a priori hypotheses (such as

rank order of categorical land classes) may overlook

the true landscape resistance process (e.g., Khimoun

et al. 2017). For example, categorical surfaces are

commonly used to assess patterns of resistance across

the landscape, but comprehensive assessment of

different rank order resistance of categories quickly

becomes computationally unfeasible to assess under a

constrained optimization approach.

ResistanceGA fills a prominent void in the land-

scape genetics toolbox, but it is not without limita-

tions. First, there is potential that resistance surfaces

optimized with ResistanceGA may be overfit to the

data used in the analysis, rather than providing a

generalization of how landscape features affect gene

flow. This likely becomes less concerning as sample

size and distribution increase (Oyler-McCance et al.

2013), but is a real possibility with small data sets. In

an effort to minimize overfitting, a modified bootstrap

procedure has been implemented in ResistanceGA to

assess the frequency that an optimized resistance

surface is the best supported when the MLPE model is

refit with a subset of the sample locations. A second

limitation is that there is currently no way to assess

confidence or uncertainty in the optimized parameter

values, as advocated by Dudaniec et al. (2016). A third

limitation is the size (number of pixels) of raster

surfaces that can feasibly be optimized. During

optimization, ResistanceGA may create and calculate

effective distance on more than[ 2500 possible

scenarios. The computation time required to transform

resistance surfaces increases with surface size, and the

time to calculate pairwise effective distances is a

function of both sample and surface size (Peterman

2018). Parallel processing can reduce optimization

time, and faster algorithms for calculating pairwise

effective distances have tremendous potential to make

optimization of larger landscapes more

tractable (Anantharaman et al. 2019). If landscape

resistance surfaces contain a large number of pixels,

optimization with ResistanceGA may not be tractable.

However, our simulations suggest that MLPE-CO may

be a computationally intensive, yet feasible, approach,

especially if categorical surfaces are not included. A

fourth limitation of ResistanceGA is that this approach

does not currently account for spatial autocorrelation

in MLPE models, the presence of which may increase

type I rate. Jaffé et al. (2019) introduced a promising

extension of the MLPE model to address this issue by

modifying the MLPE model to directly incorporate

correlation between pairwise measurements due to

comparison of both individuals and spatial locations.

Finally, it is important to recognize that no method can

resolve issues of poor study design, including the

number and spatial distribution of sampled individuals

or populations (Oyler-McCance et al. 2013).

Regardless of study design or constraints, we

emphasize that care must be taken when interpreting

the specific drivers of gene flow and the accuracy of

optimized resistance surfaces. We have demonstrated

that the true resistance surface can frequently be

identified among alternative resistance surfaces (a big

step forward), but this does not necessarily mean that

the optimized resistance surface is always accurate,

such as with our categorical scenarios optimized with

ResistanceGA. Here, the lower correlation between

the resistance values of the categorical optimized

surfaces and the true data generating surface

(0.63 ± 0.28) is likely because the correct rank order

of categories was identified in only 3 of 9 simulations

(although the lowest resistance category was always

correctly assigned a resistance of 1). It is important to

remember that although MLPE-CO performed better

in our study, categorical surfaces were optimized with

the correct rank order, and the maximum resistance

parameter was held constant. As such, we created the

most favorable setting possible for constrained opti-

mization procedures to succeed. Depending on the

real-world categorical surface being evaluated, the

rank order of relative resistance values may not always

be obvious, adding further complexity to the opti-

mization process.

Over the last 15 years, landscape genetics, and

increasingly landscape genomics, have been pivotal in

advancing our understanding of how landscape fea-

tures affect gene flow. Such knowledge is vital for

effective management of populations in space and

time, but critical to many landscape genetic studies

and subsequent management decisions is the assign-

ment of resistance values to landscape surfaces.
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Despite their importance, accessible, rigorous, and

objective approaches to landscape resistance param-

eterization have been lacking. As demonstrated

through our simulations, the R package ResistanceGA

fills this gap. We acknowledge that our simulation

study was limited in scope relative to what previous

simulation studies have assessed (e.g., sample size,

sample location, thematic resolution, landscape con-

figuration; Cushman and Landguth 2010; Landguth

et al. 2012; Oyler-McCance et al. 2013), but our

primary focus was on providing an equitable assess-

ment of methods readily used in current studies. Per its

initial intent, ResistanceGA was the easiest and most

accessible approach to implement when optimizing

resistance surfaces, and its ability to frequently select

the true model and accurately optimize a resistance

surface that is highly correlated with the true resis-

tance surface suggests that it should become integral to

the landscape genetics toolbox to objectively optimize

and select resistance surfaces.
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